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Ministry inspections of unregistered employers/workers continues
By Chris Elliott..
Through a referring link on our
CyprusScene.com website, we
visited the website of the TRNC
Ministry of Labour and Social
Security and noted a Turkish
language posting which, after
translating to the best of our
ability, we are bringing to the
attention of those readers who
may wish to seek further advice
as to their working status within
the TRNC.
"The Ministry of Labour and
Social Security Inspections for
unregistered workers continues
increasingly in all areas.
Between 10 April and 21 April,
225
workplaces
and
384
employees were audited by the
Ministry of Labour and Social
Security throughout the country.
It was determined that 27
employees were unauthorized in
15
workplaces
and
an
administrative penalty amounting
to TL63,855.00 was made.
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Within the scope of struggle to
control informal working, the
Labour Office affiliated to the
Ministry of Labour and Social
Security, with the Social Insurance
Office, The Ministry of Public
Works
and
the
Transport's
Department of Traffic Affairs, the
Permission Board and the Police
General Directorate have jointly
launched checks throughout the
country
since
April
10,
continuously.
With the participation of relevant
institutions, audits have been
carried out on different days and

hours in six districts; Workers,
work permits, such as buses /
minibuses, etc., have been
stopped
by
the
Police
Department and Police Traffic
Squads,
while
inspectors
belonging to the Labour Office
and Social Insurance Office
carried out inspections of social
security payments.
The inspections were carried out
nationwide between April 10 and
21, by the Labour Office, Social
Insurance and Reserve Fund
Office of the Ministry of Labour
and Social Security; with the aim

of combating informal working, a
total of 225 workplaces and
employers were audited, including
69 in Nicosia, 49 in Girne, 34 in
Famagusta and 73 in Güzelyurt.
The total employees audited was
123 in Lefkosa, 96 in Famagusta,
82 in Girne and 83 in Güzelyurt a
total of 384 employees (126 TC +
199 TRNC + 60 Other Nationals)
were investigated.
It was determined that 27
employees were unauthorized in
15
workplaces
and
an
administrative penalty amounting
to TL 63,855.00 was made.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
5th May – Saturday
Ziya Sencer Eczanesi, Mete Adair cad. Magıc Tower Girne.
Tel: 815 2661
Aydin Life Eczanesi, Minimall Plaza Bellapais Road, Dogankoy.
Tel: 815 7350
6th May – Sunday
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 815 2585
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009
7th May – Monday
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu (Tempo). Tel: 822 2287
Girne Eczanesi, Bedreddın Demirel Cad. Iş Bankası, Girne.
Tel: 815 1447

9th May – Wednesday
Tören 11 Eczanesi, Vakıflar Çarşısı Gırne. Tel: 815 1790
Nazim Variş Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 821 3088
10th May – Thursday
Defne Eczanesi, Ataturk Cad 20 Gırne. Tel: 815 3516
Önal Aktolga Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad Bakkal Market. Tel: 822 4142
11th May – Friday
Eminağa Eczanesi, Ziya Rızkı Cad No 10 Gırne. Tel: 815 2248
Ahmet Çağer Eczanesi, Ankara Cad 50/2 Alsancak. Tel: 821 3434
12th May – Saturday
Mehmet Güven Eczanesi, Namuk Kemal Cad Gırne. Tel: 815 2190
Mucizem Eczanesi, Naci Talat Cad. Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 815 1150

8th May – Tuesday
Küçük Eczanesi, Canbulat Sokak Gırne. Tel: 815 3626 / 815 6340
Törensel Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad. (Tempo) Çatalköy. Tel: 824 5713

Duty Chemists for the
Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (as at 4th May)
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Greek Cypriot side must be ready to accept Guterres framework
President Mustafa Akıncı has
stated that if the Greek Cypriot
side is ready to accept the Guterres
framework as it is, without any
alterations and delay, then they
should publicly confirm this
position as soon as possible.
President Akıncı made the
comments on Monday of this week
(30th
April),
marking
the
completion of his third year in
office.
Akıncı said that he had contributed
to the agreement of new areas of

consensus, without excluding
previous consensus for the
establishment of bi-communal
and bi-zonal federal structure
based on the political equality of
the two constituent states.

outcome could not be reached at the
Conference in Crans-Montana.”
President Mustafa Akıncı reiterated
that all sides have to be sincere and

lay claim to the Guterres framework,
which has emerged as the result of
efforts of many elements over the
years.

President Mustafa Akıncı said:
"It is a fact that the processes at
Mont Pelerin, Geneva, and
Crans-Montana have taken place
thanks to our initiative.
However, in spite of the Turkish
Cypriot side and Turkey's
constructive approach, a positive

Iskele Archaeology Museum opens
The Archaeology Museum in
İskele has been officially opened
this week, with Tourism and
Environment
Minister
Fikri
Ataoğlu marking the occasion
with a speech at the opening
ceremony.

monuments, and artefacts of these
past
civilizations
are
being
exhibited in museums.

In his speech, Ataoğlu said:
“Many civilizations have existed
in Cyprus during the island’s long
history, and the historic remains,

Ataoğlu stated that four more
museums will be opened before the
end of this year, and that over the
past year, over one million people

We will continue to work tirelessly
for the preservation of our historical
heritage."

have
visited
museums.

the

TRNC’s

Ataoğlu emphasised that the
Tourism
and
Environment
Ministry matches international
standards in terms of modern
museology and said that constant
innovations are being added to
these works every day.

Statement by Turkish FM Spokesman Aksoy
Regarding the Cyprus issue, the
Turkish
Foreign
Ministry
Spokesman Hami Aksoy said that
as long as the Greek Cypriot side
did not have a drastic change in
mentality, the Turkish side had no
intention to play the same game.
He made the statement upon being
asked
a
question
regarding
President Mustafa Akıncı’s latest
remarks about the Guterres
Framework at the end of a press
conference.
Aksoy noted that the Cyprus
problem had been continuing for 50

years and added that it had now
turned into a vicious circle and no
progress had been made.
Reminding that the Turkish side
had always displayed a constructive
stance at the talks and aimed to
achieve some progress, Mr. Aksoy
said that due to the Greek Cypriot
side’s mentality no progress had
been achieved.
Explaining that during the process
they were laying emphasis on what
couldn’t take place instead of what
could take place, the Turkish

that as long as the Greek Cypriot
side did not have a drastic change in
mentality then the Turkish side had
no intention of becoming willing
participants in the same old game.

“We believe the time has come for
a new road to be tried,” said Aksoy.

TRNC NEWS
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Ataoglu - TRNC attractive for investment and tourism
The 12th Real Estate Fair and the
Arabic-Turkish Summit is being
held in İstanbul, with 19 firms from
the TRNC in attendance, as well as
Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri Ataoğlu.
“North Cyprus Day” was organized
as part of the fair, during which
Ataoğlu gave a speech on
investment incentives in the TRNC.
Stating that more than one million
tourists visit the TRNC every year,
Ataoğlu hailed the TRNC as a
tourism island, with its historical
richness and Mediterranean climate.

Tourists can enjoy long summers
with 10 months of sunny weather,
and days at beaches and beside the
sea for eight months of the year.
Ataoğlu added that the climate
during four seasons of the year is
perfect for sports and tourism.

that VAT is not applied to
imported or local machinery and
equipment.

In
his
speech,
Ataoğlu
emphasized that investment costs
in the TRNC are more
reasonable than South Cyprus.

Minister Ataoğlu also highlighted
“incentive certificates”, which are
given to those who want to invest
in the TRNC, regardless of whether
they are native or foreign investors.
Stating that customs and fund
discounts are applied to imported
products within the scope of the
incentive certificate, Ataoğlu said

Martyr Ahmet Dervis buried with military ceremony
Missing Martyr Ahmet Derviş was
buried with a military ceremony in
Çınarlı village cemetery on Friday
(27th April).

going to Ağrotur from his
workplace in Mağusa in 1963.
Dervis was working as a driver for
NAAFI Company.

Martyr Derviş was killed by the
Greek Cypriots in Kaymakli or near
the Paphos Gate in Lefkoşa, while

IUSAR Games come to an end
The prize-giving and closing
ceremony of the IUSAR Games
2018, organized in cooperation with
the Civil Defence Organisation and
International Universities Search
and Rescue Council (IUSAR), was
held last night 1st May 2018.
The IUSAR Games are the only
search and rescue games organized
internationally. This year, the
games were attended by search and
rescue clubs from 19 universities, 7
of which came from abroad.

Girne American University’s
Search and Rescue Team came
first, with the Islamic University
of Indonesia Search and Rescue
Team coming in second place and
the Cyprus Health and Social
Sciences University Team was
placed third at the end of the
IUSAR Games.
President Mustafa Akıncı spoke at
the closing ceremony and stated
that countries can demonstrate
their level of modernity by their
disaster preparedness.

Akıncı said that in this context, the
Civil
Defence
Organisation’s
works mean that the TRNC can
look to the future more securely.

Akıncı stressed that the TRNC is
improving in this regard and that
the games are also important for
the promotion of the country.
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EU financed Waste Management Services project in the TRNC
A promotional event was held at
The Olive Tree Hotel, Catalkoy,
relating to the project "Transfer
Station and Improved Waste
Management Services", which
will be utilized by 4 municipalities
on the northern coastline and is
funded by the Municipality of
Girne and by the Community
Development 4th Grant Program
by the European Union.
Renaud Henoumont, the European
Commission's
Community
Development
and
Cultural
Heritage Section Manager and
Agustin Moya Colorado attended
the meeting with the Mayor of
Girne, Nidai Güngördü, Lapta
Mayor - Fuat Namsoy, Çatalköy
Mayor - Mehmet Hulusioğlu,
Alsancak Mayor - Fırat Ataser,
and the relevant unit personnel of
the municipalities
The project is aimed to improve
the living standards by improving
the solid waste management in
Girne, Alsancak, Lapta and
Çatalköy
Municipalities
and
transferring to a transfer station to
the south of Girne West
Circumference Road. The project
will be completed in 36 months
with the cooperation of the key
stakeholders - Alsancak, Lapta
and Çatalköy Municipalities, the
Chamber of Turkish Cypriot
Artisans and Craftsmen and the
Cyprus
Turkish
Hotel
Association. The total budget of
the project is 788,463 euros and

Burcu
Nesimoglu,
project
assistant, said the transfer station
would be a processing area to
temporarily take the waste which
would then be loaded into larger
vehicles and transported to the end
point for recycling, treatment or
disposal with local waste storage.
Burcu Nesimoglu stated that the
efficiency of the solid waste
collection services of the project
will be increased and the route
optimization will be carried out on
waste collection, which will give
the citizens of the area a more
environmentally friendly, aesthetic
and
healthier
solid
waste
collection
service
and
environmental conditions.
Renaud Henoumont said that the
European Union has been working
for 10 years to support the Turkish
Cypriot community and said they
are pleased to cooperate with the
local authorities. Henoumont
emphasized
that
the
most
important solid waste management
issue has a separate designation in
the
island
countries
and
emphasized that the 3-year project,
which is an investment of 800,000
euros, is aimed at raising the
productivity and quality of waste
collection services in the region.
The project will raise public
prosperity and Henoumont said he
believed that the completion of the
project would lead to significant
progress
in
solid
waste
management and reduction of
solid waste in society.

Burcu Nesimoglu and Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
recalled that the project to be carried
out by the Municipality of Girne in
cooperation with Lapta, Çatalköy
and Alsancak Municipalities was in
the period of temporary government
under Sibel Siber's Prime Ministry
and that the south of Girne West
Circumference Road was allocated
for the project.
Nidai Güngördü stated that the
station will be run by Girne
Municipality because of its location,
but
other
municipalities
are
stakeholders in the project.
Stating that there are serious
problems to be solved in waste
management
in
the
country,
Güngördü expressed his belief that
the 4 municipalities will make
significant improvements in the
problem on the north shore.

Güngördü stated that it is a pity that
the country cannot classify waste
and that recycling is limited, and the
amount of solid waste should be
reduced by recycling.
Güngördü
pointed
out
that
awareness needs to be established in
order for the waste to be recycled
and to be able to fulfill the recycling
dream. In this regard, Güngördü
noted that the Ministry of National
Education and Culture, the Ministry
of Tourism and Environment,
municipalities and all related sectors
need to cooperate in order to provide
serious education starting from the
primary schools. Recalling that
many countries recycled solid
wastes and achieved both solid
waste reduction and financial gain,
Güngördü thanked the European
Union and 4 municipalities for
financing the project.
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Please help Hope4Pets
Hope 4 Pets are doing so much
good work for the street animals of
North Cyprus but of course funds
are needed to be able to have any
success in reducing the ever
growing street animal population.

This will be a good opportunity to
go along to the Pia Bella Hotel on
16th June and learn more about
Hope4Pets and the team and see
what they do and their plans for
the future.

The event is for H4P members but
anyone can become a member and
then will be able to keep abreast of
all they are doing.
Anyone
joining before 16th June will be
able to join the other members at
the Pia Bella.

Flying High with cyprusscene.com
By Margaret Sheard ...
Thursday is usually a busy office
day for us but there was apparently
a new project to be discussed at
Geçitkale Airport, even though I
was kept in the dark as to what it
was all about.
My suspicions were confirmed
when we arrived and I found that
Chris had arranged with Serkan
Özcezarli of the KKTC Air Sport
Federation to let me sample a
flight in their Gyrocopter. What
an amazing experience.
I did wonder what would have
happened if I had developed cold
feet, but Chris knew I wouldn’t!

We have a nice video and loads of
photographs so Chris is now busy
with a compilation video of my
experience which will be published
next week both on the cyprusscene
website and the online Enewspaper.
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Thinking differently about dealing with rubbish

in Northern Cyprus
to them if they make the picnic spot
dirty

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Although
the
environment
department do appeal to people to
keep everywhere clean, I do not
think that such appeals have made
any effect on our general practice of
throwing the garbage everywhere,
more so at the picnic spots.

Summer in Cyprus means picnics
and enjoying the beaches. So with
the commencement of summer we
automatically start planning for
Sunday picnics. But we usually
ignore the state of uncleanliness of
our picnic points.
By putting a garbage bin at the
picnic
spots,
I
think
the
With the start of summer we come municipality do contribute the
across news and photographs in the culture of "throwing the garbage".
media about how the municipalities By putting garbage bins here and
and volunteers are dealing with there and then expecting everyone
trash from the picnic spots.
to throw the garbage inside is not
proper. But I first ask myself why it
We express our gratitude to the is not proper? What we see is that
municipalities and the volunteers most of the picnickers will throw
for making our picnic spots more their garbage near the garbage bin.
enjoyable and bearable. But is this Many more leave the garbage just
the correct procedure of keeping the where they had been sitting.
picnic spots clean?
Then, at the end of the day, the
My opinion is that by cleaning the municipality and the volunteers
picnic spots we promote the culture come and collect the garbage. This
of "you throw the trash and we will practice shows that the general
collect it". This is how we have public believe that their attitude has
made our people accustomed to been accepted by the authorities,
throw the trash here and there.
and nobody is going to say anything

But I usually have a totally different
approach to everything. I see the
garbage bins as the real problem.
Garbage bins do promote the idea
of "throw the garbage", first inside,
then around the garbage bin. If we
take the garbage bins out of the
scene, and promote the idea of "take
back whatever you had brought
with you", that would really change
the situation.
However, it further gives rise to the
question of how to make people

take back with them what they had
brought? I think that's not a very
difficult problem to solve. The same
municipality should form a force of
volunteers, who would fine
anybody leaving garbage anywhere.
There must be officers and workers,
who would impose fines on the
spot, and enforce the practice of
"taking back the garbage".
This would help the municipalities

in collecting the garbage from the
picnic spots, and also for cleaning
the picnic spots. They do manage
to generate teams of volunteers to
clean the picnic spots and beaches.
I am sure there are organisations
who can raise teams of volunteers
to act as enforcing officers at
picnic spots.
Our prevailing practice does prove
that we do need to educate people,
by molding their social behaviour.
This cannot be taught in our
schools, because for that we must
be having a Japanese system of
education, where all school-going

children every day clean the
classroom, brush and mop the floor
before leaving the school.
Unfortunately when our schools and
system fails to teach discipline to
young children, the grown up spoilt
people can only be taught by strict
actions.

LOCAL NEWS
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Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR) : news update
By Margaret Sheard …
Despite all the problems KAR
have been experiencing for the
past few weeks, they are still
continuing to do what they do best
– caring for unwanted and
abandoned dogs and cats in North
Cyprus.
They are still not over the
distemper crisis but there is still
the need to deal with the day to
day problems which arise, even
though they are stretched to the
limit at the moment.
KAR has received tremendous
support in their fight against the
distemper outbreak and they have
provided news of some of the help
they have received and help they
need.
Firstly, there is the “Little Angel”
– Mary Gorelik who is 7½ years
old and having heard about the
“sick doggies” she emptied her toy
cupboard and donated toys to be
sold to help them. These are now
available at the House and Home
shop in Girne.

There have been very generous
donations of clothing and home
furnishings but now all of this
needs to be sorted and help is
needed. If you can spare a few
hours to turn “rags into riches”
please call the KAR office on
0533 869 4098, or email
kar@kyreniaanimalrescue.org or
pop into the Karakum Office.

community. For some people they
are new to the Island and want to
build a social network. For others
it could be boredom and gives
them a sense of purpose. There are
also regular visitors to the island
who live in Kyrenia and volunteer
for a few months of the year.

The new Mr Pound store located
on the by-pass road now has the
new KAR collection box and this
is close to the reception area and
café. Any loose change would be
appreciated.
KAR really appreciate all of the
donations of money, clothing,
household goods etc. but they also
need people who can give them
some of their time. They rely on
volunteers to lend a hand and there
are various roles which can be
filled.
Their fantastic volunteers have a
variety of reasons for volunteering.
For some it gives them a chance to
give something back to the

Many volunteers are retired and
come to work in the shops for one
morning or afternoon per week.
This can be quite a social role
working with members of the public
and other KAR volunteers - you
need to be friendly, polite and
willing to help - even if you are not
in the TRNC permanently KAR still
need your help.
At the KAR centre – With over 350
dogs and puppies and over 50 cats
and kittens there is always plenty to
do at the rescue centre. Dog
walking,
feeding,
cleaning,
grooming are all part and parcel of
working at the rescue centre.

KAR donation box at the new
Mr Pound
IT’S
GOOD
HEALTH:

FOR

YOUR

No KAR aren’t making this up!
Studies have found that when you
stop thinking less about your own
problems and focus on something
else your stress levels start to
decrease, your immune system
strengthens and your overall sense
of satisfaction increases (source
United Health Group).
So, which role would suit you?
Charity Shops – this role involves
serving customers, sorting and
pricing clothes.

You absolutely have to be animal
friendly (even if not so Human
friendly!!)
Meeters and Greeters – Now that
the TRNC visitor season is upon us,
we often need meeters and greeters
to show visitors around the centre
and talk to them about what KAR
do.
It is quite a social role so you need
to be human friendly and chatty !
To become a volunteer simply
contact our office on 0533 869 4098
or email us at
kar@kyreniaanimalrescue.org
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Sunday Lunch at Tim's Cafe/Bar, Ozankoy
SPORTS

By Margaret Sheard ...
Sunday is always a nice relaxing day
and what better than to go out and
have a leisurely Sunday Lunch.
There are many restaurants which
offer a traditional British Sunday
Roast and we were aware that the
newly opened Tim’s Cafe/Bar in
Ozankoy were offering their first
Sunday Lunch on 29th April, so that
was our chosen venue.
Chris and myself, along with my
sister, went along to Tim’s Cafe and
as it was a warm and sunny day we
opted to sit outside. The menu was a
main meal and dessert and the choice
was Beef, Pork and Nut Roast. I was
very impressed that at last someone
has decided to cater for vegetarians,
which is very lacking in North
Cyprus.
Between us we chose the beef, pork
and nut roast and when the meals
arrived we were delighted to see nice
large roast potatoes and plenty of
vegetables, together with all the other
trimmings, and separate gravy so we

could use as much or as little as we
preferred. We were all pretty full but
relented to a dessert and chose Carrot
Cake which was served on its own, or
with cream or custard.
It was
delicious.
The 2-course meal was 40TL, which
was excellent value for the large
servings of both the main course and
dessert. We were all very full and it
was a very enjoyable meal, so we look
forward to many more in the future.
We had already sampled a breakfast at
Tim’s Cafe, and again there is a
vegetarian option. At the moment Tim
offers breakfast and lunch menus but
the bar is open into the evening as well.
Tim’s Cafe/Bar is a much needed type
of venue in the Ozankoy area as a
meeting place for expats and locals
alike, it is very tastefully furnished,
with excellent service and good food.
As well as the large inside area, there is
outside dining at the front of the
building and soon there will also be an
outside dining area at the rear. There is
also a good area of off-road parking.

EFRAR 2018 event in Girne
By Sue Steel – EFRAR 2018
Organising Committee...
Despite there being several other
large events being held in and
around Girne on Sunday, 29th
April, the EFRAR 2018, supporting
Tulips, event raised 2,141TL for
Help
Those
with
Cancer
Association (Tulips).

With several stalls selling clothes,
bric-a-brac, plaques and jewellery
people were out in force to grab a
bargain, the second-hand clothes
stall doing particularly well.
Some of the committee members
were joined by the Abnormals, who
in their indomitable way raised
money by posing for photographs
with passers-by and by selling
EFRAR tee-shirts.

Hills entertaining the customers
with his one-man magic show.
Mary Watson, Chair of EFRAR
2018 commented: “This event is
always a pleasure to attend as we
have so much interaction with
tourists and locals alike.

Sunday was particularly hot but we
were well looked after by George
and Özlem Ferhatoglu of George’s
Music was provided by Rick Cafe and I would like to thank them
Legend, Dominic Holmes and Ed for once again hosting this annual
Sezener who was joined for one event.
song by Robin Lavende with Brian
My thanks also to all those who
manned the stalls, provided
E.F.R.A.R. 2018 supporting Tulips entertainment or helped in any
Raising money for TULIPS (Help other way”.

Those with Cancer)
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Paper Touch 2 Exhibition at Sol Atelier
Review of Paper Touch 2
exhibition held at the Sol Atelier
Gallery, Nicosia - 17th to 28th
April 2018.
By Heidi Trautmann ...
www.heiditrautmann.com
Arabahmet quarters…. A road
along the green line …. Baf Sokak
and not far from here, just around
the corner it is Pafos Sokak which
leads to Pafos Gate in the South,
one road inhabited by Greek
Cypriots, the other half by Turkish
Cypriots, cut in the middle.
Along
Baf
Sokak
active
workshops…carpenters,
steel
workers, a special atmosphere I
have always liked, for the full hour
one hears the bells ring from the
catholic church over the dividing
wall and at its times the Muezzin
calls are heard answering back.
And here in this road is SOL
Atelier renovated in a fitting way,
a place for making art and
exhibiting art, a place that is not a
foreign body in this area, accepted,
another working place….. and…
when you enter the building….it is
WOW…
it
is
sensitive
architecture.
I had to tell this, do this
introduction to the gallery where
the opening of the exhibition
PAPER TOUCH 2 took place on
April 17, 2018, on a wonderful
early summer night.

Paper in its use and paper making is
so close to basic life, so close to the
old workshops in Baf Sokak, and
the exhibition added an experience
of a similar kind, as art in general
has moved away from the idea of
decorating the walls of our living
rooms, it has taken on the problems
of the neighbourhood, of the entire
world, it goes to the very roots of
humanity, and paper, the making of
paper, the reuse of paper, is one of
them.

The young members of the
association had done a great job in
setting the exhibition up with great
sensitivity which was commented
on by many guests, and as a
participating artist, I would like to
say thank you.
On April 20, 17:00 hrs, there was
the
presentation
of
Sofia
Hadjipapa on
“Persistence of
Symbols”, a contemporary "Book
of Hours";

One cannot see and judge the
exhibition by the individual art
works, we should see it as an idea, a
vision, a play with many variants,
endless variants when we research
paper art, it has become an
international movement. It is an
inspiring
and
adventurous
exhibition, an art form without any
limits.

Ismet Tatar and Esra Plumer Bardak at the
opening of the exhibition

I had announced the event with all
the information on the Association
and its activities and background.
The link to this article is shown
below :

http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=7366488725#.Wtd3hS5uaUk

On April 24, 15:00 hrs:
workshop with Laura Behar;

A

Enjoy the photos, I will not
mention the artists' names for the
sake of the vision of paper art.

CyprusScene.com
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Lutfiye Ozipek concert at Girne Amphitheatre
Lütfiye Özipek was the champion
in the “One Voice Turkey”
competition and gave a concert of
thanks to the people of North
Cyprus on 27th April at Girne
Amphitheatre.
There were hundreds of people at
the Amphitheatre, together with
Turkish Cypriot Peace Force
Commander
Major
General
Yilmaz Yildirim, Labour and
Social Security Minister Zeki
Çeler,
Girne
Mayor
Nidai
Güngördü, Kuzey Kıbrıs Turkcell
General Manager Harun Maden.
Lütfiye Özipek met with the
Northern Cypriot people who
supported her and had the
opportunity to thank them for their
contribution.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
congratulated Lütfiye on her
success and giving this event to

the country. Nidai Güngördü
concluded his words by saying,
"We thank you because you have
experienced this great happiness,
as well as us."
Kuzey Kıbrıs Turkcell General
Manager, Harun Maden, also
expressed his thanks to Lütfiye
Özipek for her proud achievement.
Harun Maden said that he had
believed in the success of Lütfiye
since the beginning.
Lütfiye Özipek said in her short
speech: "Everyone who supported
me by believing in me from the
beginning
has
my
endless
gratitude. If it was not for you, I
would not have achieved this
success. Today, with the support
you gave me as a daughter of this
homeland, you have touched me
by inviting me to sing in front of
thousands of people".

Alevi Cultural Centre - Foundations laid
Building of the TRNC Alevi
Cultural Centre has been started on
the area allocated by the
Municipality of Girne.
A groundbreaking ceremony was
held for the Turkish Cypriot Alevi
Cultural Centre, Girne Branch.
Nidai Güngördü, Mayor of Girne,
Metin Kaya, Head of Alevi
Cultural Centre of TRNC, Mahmut
Canber, President of Turkish
Cypriot Artisans and Craftsmen,
and
citizens
attended
the
ceremony. In February a protocol
was signed between Girne
Municipality and the TRNC Alevi
Cultural Centre in order to provide
a local Branch for the Centre.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
spoke at the ceremony and stated
that they are helping the Cultural
Centre to build their own local

attach great importance to faith,
human rights and freedoms as a
Municipal Council.
Güngördü
hopes that the locality will be a
good one for the Centre.
Metin Kaya, Head of the TRNC
Alevi Cultural Centre, said that the
centre which was established in
1994 had branches throughout the
country but that there were no
branches in Girne and that they felt
a great need for it.
Metin Kaya stated that they will be
able to introduce their own
cultures and beliefs and share them
by pointing out that they will be
closer to the members due to the
new locality in Girne. Kaya
thanked the Mayor of Girne, Nidai
Güngördü and the members of the
council for the area given for the
local building.
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Bollywood leaving party for Hussain Azhar
area so there was plenty of room to kept very busy serving drinks from
seat all of the guests and space for the bar and they were very attentive
in making sure everyone was
Bollywood Restaurant in Catalkoy dancing later.
served.
opened its doors for a special night
to say farewell to Hussain Azhar Hussain had laid on a buffet for his
who is leaving the restaurant guests which was excellent and Later in the evening John Graham
business after 21 years and going there were so many choices – pulled Hussain to the stage area
into a new venture of property onion bhaji, spring rolls, meat and and, on behalf of everyone, thanked
Chinese dishes, curry, rice and him for his many years of keeping
management in North Cyprus.
salad, so everyone tucked in when his customers happy. Hussain then
There were over 100 people who they had filled their plates with the said a few words thanking all those
who had come to his leaving event
turned up to wish Hussain every delicious food of their choice.
quickly
handing
the
success with his new venture and There was much conversation before
Rachel Saunby was there to going on all around us as people microphone back to John. I think
entertain us with her lovely style met up with old friends. Hussain he was very overcome by the whole
of singing.
Now the days and was kept very busy welcoming all event but he seemed to enjoy it
evenings are getting warmer, the who had come to wish him well nevertheless.
for the future. The waiters were
event was held in the nice outside
By Margaret Sheard ...

I managed to have a few words with
Hussain during the evening and he
told me he had come to North
Cyprus 23 years ago and spent 21
years in the restaurant business,
starting at The Courtyard in
Karakum, and including many of our
well-known venues, such as The
Grove. The last 6 years have been
spent running Bollywood, both on
the main road and at the current
location.
Hussain feels that he should now
spend more time with his wife and 3
daughters.
Running a restaurant
involves very long hours and this is
the reason for his change of direction
which will now give him evenings
and weekends with his family.

13th Bellapais Silkworm Festival postponed
It has been announced that the
13th Cyprus Silkworm Festival,
which had been organised by
Girne Municipality, Green Peace
Movement
and
Beylerbeyi
(Bellapais) Muhtarlığı, and was to
take place in Bellapais between
5th and 6th May, has been
postponed.
This is due to an ill health problem
of one of the Bellapais residents
and the villagers had asked for the

Festival to be delayed until the
person has recovered and there will
be a mood for celebration.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
stated that a new date for the
festival will be determined by
consulting with the festival
committee, and wishes a speedy
recovery to the resident of
Bellapais.
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The CyprusScene.com Award to Ahmet Abdulaziz
By Chris Elliott...
During the 6 year life span of
cyprusscene.com website we have
had many contributors share news and
reviews with us for publishing and
some of them that we have worked
with over a long period
we
discovered are fascinating and very
talented people.
One such person is our friend Ahmet
Abdulaziz who came to the TRNC 27
years ago and became a citizen of the
TRNC and is a very accomplished
artist and also has a passion for taking
part in marathons by running sections
and walking sections and as he says I
run, I walk!
In his younger years in Pakistan he
was a freelance journalist in addition
to doing a day time job so he has a

lifelong passion for writing as well
and we are delighted that he wanted
to share his thoughts and ideas by
writing for cyprusscene.com and so
we presented him with a plaque in
appreciation for what he has been
contributing.
They say you can never keep a good
man down and Ahmet has now
formed a publishing house and is
publishing his own Turkish language
weekly newspaper "Aydin Gazete"
which is being introduced and
distributed free in the Lefkosa and
Girne areas.
It's great to have kindred spirits to
work with and we will be writing
more about Ahmet's progress soon
and you can also look out for more
news from him on our website and in
our weekly online Free Enewspaper
CyprusScene.com

L to R - Chris Elliott and Ahmet Abdulaziz

NEU basketball team wins with close margin in Turkey
By Ahmet Abdulaziz..
In what can be termed as a thrilling
match of changing fates, the Near East
University women's basketball team
managed to record a close 78 - 76 win
over the Çukurova University, in the
play-off match in the Women's
Basketball League of Turkey.
The match played at the Caferağa Spor
Centre in Istanbul was a very toughly
contested match, where both teams put
up the best of their talent and mastery.
The period results show a graph of ups

and downs and losing the first and
third and winning the second and
fourth period.
The final results were 16-21, 40-39,
59-60 and 78-76.
The last few minutes of the match were
the most thrilling ones, where the
losers had put up the best of their
talent, and managed to earn 10 very
important points in the last 3 minutes,
from 66 to 76. But the last minutes
efforts failed to change the ultimate
results.
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Trevor’s Tips for May 2018
Bank Transaction Fees
Capital Insurance are now wavering
the U and I Band fees for their
customers who are out of the Country
at the time their insurance renewal is
due. This will save our customers
several pounds when making their
renewal payments. This facility is
open to all our insurance customers
whether they are Capital Bank
customers or not!
Bayram Holidays
By Trevor Hughes....
..
TRNC Driving License Fee
Please note, the 5-year TRNC diving
license fee, incorrectly reported last
month has been increased to 555TL up
from 495TL which should have read,
up from 455TL.
Capital Insurance
There are several new amendments to
some of their insurance products
which will be extremely interesting to
new and existing customers. When I
have received all the information I will
circulate the information to you all.
Should make interesting reading.

Bayram holidays for this month are
Tuesday
1st
of
May
when
Government,
local
Government
offices, Banks and schools will be
closed for the Day
.
Because the Bayram holiday on the
19th of May falls on a Saturday the
offices listed above will be closed, as
this is their normal weekend off.
Chemist Relocation
The chemist on the main road in
Karşıyaka almost opposite Benjamin
Garden has re-located to a new
address, which is opposite Alı Edıp on
the mountain side, called Ayşen Altan

Eczanesi,Mareşal
Caddesi.

Fevzı

Çakmak

Aysen not only owns all of the ground
floor for her chemist activity, she also
owns the apartment above which she
wants to rent out. Contact Ayşen
Altan on 0533 858 5208 for more
information.
Motor vehicle Head Lining
I was recommended to inspect a
customer’s car head lining which had
just been replaced. I must say the job
was of excellent quality and you
would not have believed it had been
replaced.
The said vehicle was a Vauxhall
Vectra which is by no means a small
one.
If you are in need of a replacement
head lining, if you call into the Alpet
Petrol Station Opposite Lemar in
Girne (by the HSBC roundabout) and
the manager there will show you
where the upholsterers, that completed
the head lining is located, which is
just opposite.

£100 and only took 2 days, much
cheaper than the UK
Akin Motors
This car dealer is located at the
Bellapais traffic lights in Girne, he
currently has a stock of over 100 cars
of various engine size and value. His
after sales programme is customer
driven. And nothing is too much
trouble.
Added to his latest vehicle stock is a
range of Honda Motor Bikes of
various engine sizes. All the motor
bikes carry a Honda warranty of up to
4 years.
He can also arrange motorbike lessons
for those who have never held a full
licence, costing around 2000tl to
include the official test.
He now offers finance packages lower
than the market average, which
includes finance from the UK.
For more information either go to his
premises or call on 0533 887 8707 and
see what he’s got on offer.

The cost for completion was only

Special sports tournament for the handicapped
The special students from TRNC
and Turkey had participated
The TRNC Education and Sports initially, however, with passage of
Ministry is hosting the 10th time the number of participants
Athletics tournament for special started increasing.
(handicapped)
children
in
Lefkoşa.
Teams from the UK started
participating, and contestants from
The games started today (3rd Azerbaijan started participating
May) and were concluded on 4th from 2013.
May, 2018.
Initially there was an age limit of 18
The Sports Department had years, for the contesting students,
organised the first of such games which was later relaxed and now
for handicapped students in 2009. students above the age of 18 can
also participate.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz...
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Cyprus life 1920 to 1940 the ''Good old days''
By Ismail Veli ...
Unlike today, the conditions
prevailing in Cyprus in the 192030's was a Cyprus that would be
unrecognisable to the youth of
today.
The so called ''good old days'' of
our grandparents is nothing but a
statement of nostalgia not born out
of reality to the real conditions.
Life may have been simple on the
surface but the immense suffering,
lack of sanitation and proper
medical facilities, not to mention
large scale illiteracy was the norm.
Photos of the period look nostalgic,
and the natural beauty of the island
is and always has been apparent,
but go beneath the layers of
nostalgic images and dig for a little
understanding and the picture that
emerges is immense poverty and
deprivation and another Cyprus
begins to emerge from the misty
clouds that cover our vision of the
past.
The total population of Cyprus in
the 1931 census was only 347.959,
but a close look at the professions,
gives us an insight into the way of
life. Sadly blindness, infant
mortality, disabilities and even

Leprosy was still a well known
disease (for want of a better word)
to the people.
It's well known that agriculture and
animal husbandry were common
professions. Out of the total
population given above the
breakdown is as follows :
116,246 Children under the age
of 15.
87,587 Without occupation
8,168
Unproductive/unknown
occupations.
607 Beggars
1,072 Prisoners or insane.
-----------------------------------------213,680. Total

Strangely servants were sought
after and this made up 5.212 of the
working
population.
People
working in mining totalled 3.197,
sadly they often worked in
atrocious conditions with little or
no regard given to safety. Weaving
and lacing was an important
profession which gave many
women an opportunity to earn a
little money in the safety of their
own homes, the profession
employed 9,301 persons.

This left only 134,279 in work. The
chief occupations were :
34,546 Farmers and cultivators
22,654 Ploughmen and agricultural
labourers
2,216 Gardeners
8,861 Shepherds
---------------------------------------68,277 Total
Half the working population
therefore was employed in farming
and sheep herding.
Basket making and weaving - National Geographic 1928

Continued on next page ...
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continued ....
Sadly only 1,938 were in the
teaching profession. Though low it
showed a steady growth over
previous years. Many villages had
only the most basic of schooling
but were starting to improve.
The famous Cypriot coffee shops
only employed 1,671. Practically
all being proprietors. Unlike today
restaurants were scarce as waiters
numbered only 510 on the whole
island.
There was an element of snobbery
in the well to do however as 1.066
chauffeurs were employed.
Shoe making was an important part
of the light and small industry as
this profession recorded 3,608
employees. In fact many Cypriots
who originally migrated to the UK
entered this industry in large
numbers. Many shoe machinist
family companies were thriving in
London from the 1960-80's until
this industry was decimated in the
mid to late 1980's.

Cyprus life 1920 to 1940 the ''Good old days''
The so called ''rag trade'' in the UK
also offered immense potential to
early Cypriot migrants to make use
of their skills in this industry. In
fact many Cypriot women often
worked long hours at home and
looked after their children at the
same time.
Again with the decimation of this
profession
and
second/third
generation Cypriot girls' preference
to move on with this type of work
means that this particular skill that
was popular in Cyprus has all but
been forgotten.
Women in Cyprus no longer enter
lacing as it's no longer profitable.
Another sad aspect of Cypriot life
was that while illiteracy in the
male population stood at 40.91%
in females it was a whopping
67.58%.

these 91 were kept in an asylum in
Nicosia. The greatest tragedy for
these poor sufferers was that they
were completely shunned by their
families.
In fact the British believed
Leprosy to be much higher as
many were not only fearful of
being thrown out and disowned by
their families but were also excommunicated from the church.
People wrongly assumed this was
a contagious disease or one cursed
by God.

Editor's comment :
It never ceases to amaze us as to
the amount of research Ismail Veli
does to write these wonderful
articles about Cyprus and its past,
together with other subjects, which
are so interesting to read.

So much for the gentle and caring
nature of our Cypriot ancestors.
In the final analysis let's all thank
our lucky stars that the dreadful
way of life which we consider to
be nostalgic has been buried in the
annals of history.

Sadly 511 were registered as
insane, while another 100 had
Leprosy (55 men, 45 women) of

The photos of Cypriot Lepers from Dr. Nazim Beratli's book ''Kibris Miskinhanesi, Cuzzam ve Kibris''
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It was a fabulous Night at the Movies in Lefkosa
By Chris Elliott....
We have been hard at work writing
and publishing on the internet many
promotional articles about the
forthcoming musical show "A Night
at the Movies" which was held in
Lefkosa on Saturday 28th April
2018.
We have been sent some lovely
photos by Sandra Kilic of Landmark
Estates in Karakum which show
what a quality show we missed on
this occasion.
Sadly due to circumstances beyond
our control we were not able to
attend but are delighted to record the
glorious quality show which was
arranged by Ece Sualp and presented
and orchestrated by 2 times Grammy
Nominee,
Demetra
George
Mustafaoğlu who had flown in from
her home in California, with cases
loaded with fabulous props and

costumes, to her home in Çatalköy
where the show had been rehearsed
and choreographed by her with the
theme of Broadway and Disney.
Joining her in this sparkling
performance from Turkey were
International Countertenor,
Nuri
Harun Ateş, and accompanist, Önder
Cebeci and from North Cyprus the

Cypriot rising star, Peri Sualp with
Solo Dancer Evgenia Zhilskaya
which eclipsed previous shows
presented by Demetra George
Mustafaoğlu and we understand this
show may be performed in Turkey as
well at some time in the future.

Foundation for Children
with
Leukemia and Cancer in Lefkosa
which is wonderful as sadly there are
new patients needing help all the

time.
To see more photos from this
glamorous show please go to page 20.

The benefit from this show will be
going to the Kemal Saraçoğlu

Girne Half Marathon donation to Kemal Saraçoğlu Foundation

The revenue from ticket sales and
donations at the Turkcell 1st Girne
Half Marathon totalling 60,000TL was
presented to Kemal Saraçoğlu
Foundation
for
Children
with
Leukemia and Cancer.
With the cooperation of Girne
Municipality and EGAD Consultancy
Company, the income from ticket
sales and donations in the "Turkcell
1st Girne Half Marathon" organized
by Kuzey Kıbrıs Turkcell with the
slogan "Although I do not know you, I
am running for you" has been

presented to the Kemal Saraçoğlu
Foundation for Children with
Leukemia and Cancer. At the
ceremony held at the Grüne
Belediyesi Art Gallery, it was
announced that 2,722 tickets were
sold to participate in the marathon
and 60,000TL was raised. Documents
and gifts were presented to Hakan
Tazegül and Cemal İneci who came
first in the half marathon.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
presented the income of 60,000TL
obtained from the half marathon to

Övgü İnce, Coodinator of the
Kemal Saraçoğlu Foundation for
Children with Leukemia and
Cancer. Nidai Güngördü stated
that
about
3,000
people
participated in the first half
marathon in Kyrenia on April 8th
and that it was very successful.
Güngördü expressed satisfaction
with the contributions made for the
children and noted that the
municipal employees showed a
great effort for the marathon.
Güngördü offered thanks to the
people who bought tickets and the
sponsors of the event - North
Cyprus Turkcell, Ramadan Cemil
Operations, Magic Touch, Mehmet
Eminoglu Investments, Pasha
Group and Mpower.
Övgü İnce, Coodinator of the
Kemal Saraçoğlu Foundation for
Children with Leukemia and
Cancer pointed out that the
donated money is very important
and meaningful for children and
their families. She explained that,

as a Foundation, they are trying to be
with children and families who are
struggling with cancer, and that their
biggest aim is to bring children back
to the community. She expressed that
the lives of the families and children
in the struggle with cancer, which is a
tough and difficult process, were
negatively affected and thanked
everyone
who
organized
the
marathon, the sponsors and people
who bought tickets and donated.
EGAD Advisory Director Emrah
Adalı stated that 2,722 tickets were
sold for the half marathon and added
that 60,000TL was contributed to the
Foundation. Emrah Adalı stated that
80 policemen from Girne Police
Traffic Directorate, 30 referees from
TRNC Athletics Federation, 60
volunteers, 20 municipal police
officers and 12 organizational officers
gave support at the event. Adalı stated
that preparations for the Girne
Marathon 2019, which is planned to
be organized again in April, will start
as soon as possible.
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spot Light!

GAVIN SIMONS
Sartaj Restaurant
Çatalköy

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!

A night out at Sartaj Restaurant and Paul proposes marriage to Alison

Demetra George Mustafaoglu and some of the cast of "A Night at the Movies" show.
- Pictures courtesy of Sandra Kilic of Landmark Estates

LEISURE LINE
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In the Spotlight!

Esentepe celebrate promotion to the
K-Pet Super League

Hussain Azhar leaves Bollywood,
Catalkoy for a new career

Up, Up and Away with
CyprusScene...Look out for the story
next week!

If you're peckish pop along to Tim's
Cafe and Bar Karakum for Sunday
Lunch

Members of the Foreign Residents in the TRNC
(TFR) enjoy a get-together
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Politicians
1) Who was the British Prime Minister during the Suez Crisis in 1956?
2) Which 2 Middle East leaders shared the 1978 Nobel Peace Prize?

Athletic Records
1) Who was the first man to jump 8 feet in the high jump?
2) Where did Roger Bannister run the first sub-four-minute mile in 1954?

Famous Europeans
1) Who led the French at Trafalgar?
2) Who won an Oscar for Life is Beautiful?

Commentators
1) Who, known as the voice of rugby, retired in 2002?
2) Who went from commentator to religious guru?

Parks
1) In which country is Serengeti National Park?
2)
The construction of which dam almost destroyed Yosemite National
Park?

Artists
1) Which famous statue was found on the island of Melos and signed by
Andros of Antioch?
2) Which famous artist was married to Diego Rivera?

Record Labels
1) What do the initials RCA stand for?
2) Which label turned down The Beatles but signed The Rolling Stones?

Dickens
1) Dickens first public work was “Sketches by .....”?
2) Who said “Please sir, I want some more”?

Transport
1) In 19th century Britain who was “The Railway King”?
2) What was the name of the first ship to sail around the world?

Words and Names
1) What is the origin of the word “biscuit”?
2) Which drink gets its name from Jerez in Spain?

Grid No. 47

Grid No. 48

Answers on page 25
No cheating !
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
5th May to 18th May 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Gırne Halk Evi v Gönyeli (L1) at Girne 20 Temmuz
Mete Adanır Stadı. Kick off 4.30pm.
1461 Iskele Trabzon v Bogaziçi (BTM 2) at Iskele
Cumhuriyet Stadı. Kick off 11am.
Karaoğlanoğlu v Denizli (BTM W) at Karaoğlanoğlu
Orhan Dural Stadı. Kick off 4.30pm
Karşıyaka v Yılmazköy (BTM W) at Ergin Dural Stadı,
Karsiyaka. Kick off 4.30pm
Tatlısu Seracılar v Yıldırım (BTM R) at Rauf Raıf
Denktaş Stadı, Tatlisu. Kick off 4.30pm

11th April to 12th May - International Bellapais
Spring Music Festival at Bellapais Abbey
5th May – Saturday - 4th Army v RAF Bowling
Match for the Britannia Cup at the Olive Press,
Lapta, organised by the Royal British Legion,
Kyrenia Branch. 11am to 5pm. 10TL entry. There
will also be a Raffle.
5th May – Saturday - The Venue, Turtle Bay,
Esentepe opening night of outside bar with Andy
Reay and disco night from 7.30pm.
Menu
available. To book call 0533 884 9816.
5th May – Saturday – Football :
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Küçük Kaymaklı (SL) at
Alsancak Mustafa Hidayet Çağlar Stadı – Kick off
4.30pm
Mağusa Türk Birliği v Yalova (SL) at Gazımağusa
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadıum. Kick off 4.30pm
BAF Canbulat v Serhatköy (BTM 2) at Maraş Stadı,
Famagusta. Kick off 4.30pm
Türk Ocağı v Yenicami (SL) at Girne 20 Temmuz
Mete Adanır Stadı. Kick off 4.30pm
L. Gençler Birliği v Binatlı (SL) at Iskele
Cumhuriyet Stadı. Kick off 4.30pm.
Sadazamköy v Serhatköy (BTM 2) at Lapta Şht
Şevket Kadır Stadı. Kick off 4.30pm.
Gençlik Güçü v Cihangir (SL) at Lefkoşa Atatürk
Stadıum. Kick off 4.30pm.
6th May – Sunday - Football :
Tatlısu HOSK v Aydınköy (Bellapaıs) (BTM W)
atDr Ali Özsöy Stadı, Bellapais. Kick off 4.30pm.
Mağusa Spor Akademesi Ladıes v Çanakkale
Ladies (LL) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off
10am
Maraş v Görnec (L 1) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta.
Kick off 4.30pm

available. To book call 0533 884 9816. This is a
weekly event.
14th May – Monday - RBL Quiz Night at Jessic’s
Bar, Lapta. 7.30pm. 5TL entry. 10TL Bingo.
14th May – Monday - Band of the Security
Forces Command concert at Bellapais Abbey in
aid of the RBL Poppy Appeal. Starts at 8.30pm.
Programmes 40TL at the door. Outside bar will be
available.

6th May – Sunday - Rural Development Day in
Buyukkonuk. 10am to 5pm.
14th May – Monday - EFRAR will be holding a
Gala Dinner at the Elexus Hotel. Tickets 175TL
7th May – Monday - The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe for drinks and canapés followed by a 5-course
- Bingo – Eyes Down! At 8pm. Menu available. To meal with 2 free drinks. There will be music for
book call 0533 884 9816. This is a weekly event.
entertainment. The event is in aid of Tulips.
Contact a committee member to reserve tickets.
10th May – Thursday - Gűlseren Sadak will be giving
a piano recital at 8.30pm at Bellapais Abbey as part of 15th May – Tuesday - EFRAR will be holding a
the 14th Bellapais Spring Music Festival (11th April to grand auction and raffle at Stevie’s Bar in Kucuk
12th May). Tickets 40TL from Deniz Plaza, Hotel Erenkoy, starting at 7pm. Buffet 48TL with 8TL to
Bellapais Gardens, Dome Hotel, Bellapais Ticket Office Tulips. Compere and music – Brian Hills. Auction
and at the entrance on the night.
at 9pm with Karl Rugg. Booking essential 0533
849 4744.
10th May – Thursday - The Venue, Turtle Bay
Village, Esentepe – Quiz and Karaoke with Susie.
15th May – Tuesday - NCCCT will be holding
8.30pm. 5TL per person. Cash prizes. To book call their coffee morning at the Ada Hotel Alsancak,
0533 884 9816.
starting at 10.30am.
10th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The Food
Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the DVD Shop,
Catalkoy. Starting at 7pm you can enjoy Working Girl
(1988). 12TL for the film, a soft drink and popcorn.
There are also hot dogs and nachos available.
Reservations must be made – call 0533 839 8764
11th May – Friday - Blakes Lounge Bar and Bistro
will be presenting Peter Dawson with swing and rat
pack music from 8pm. To book call 0548 839 4007.
11th May – Friday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak will
be holding a greyhound racing event in aid of the
Karsiyaka Turtle Watch starting at 7pm.

16th May – Wednesday - Friends of the TRNC
Emergency Services (112) Afternoon Tea and Talk
at 3pm. Chris Elliott will be talking about his
journey of discovery into the media. To book call
0533 840 7834.
17th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The
Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the
DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at 7pm you can
enjoy Suddenly Last Summer (1959). 12TL film,
soft drink and popcorn. Hot dogs and nachos
available. Reservations must be made – call 0533
839 8764

18th May – Friday - RBL Quiz Night at the Olive
12th May – Saturday - British Residents Society – Press, Lapta at 7.30pm. Compered by Brian
Blood Donor Day at Dr Akcicek Hospital, Girne from Thomas. 5TL entry and 10TL for a game of
10am. If you are able to give blood please try to attend. Stupid Bingo. To book your team call 0533 880
1196
14th May – Monday - The Venue, Turtle Bay,
Esentepe - Bingo – Eyes Down! At 8pm. Menu
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 23
GRID No 47

GRID No. 48

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 23
Politicians
1) Anthony Eden
2) Anwar Sadat and Manachem Begin

Athletic Records
1) Javier Sotomayor, Cuba
2) Oxford

Famous Europeans
1) Napoleon
2) Roberto Benigni

Commentators
1) Bill McLaren
2) David Icke

Parks
1) Tanzania
2) The Hetch Hetchy Dam

Artists
1) Venus de Milo
2) Frida Kahlo

Record Labels
1) Radio Corporation of America
2) Decca

Dickens
1) Boz
2) Oliver Twist

Transport
1) Financier George Hudson who controlled more than 1,000 miles
of railway

Words and Names
1) From the French ‘bis’ (twice) and ‘cuit’ (cooked)
2) Sherry

How did you do?
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A touch of romance at Sartaj Restaurant
By Margaret Sheard ...
Peter Toms and Wendy Smith are
very much party people and they
arranged an event on Thursday
3rd May at Sartaj Restaurant in
Catalkoy for friends to come and
enjoy an evening together.
There were 40-45 people who
arrived to have a meal, chat
together and listen, dance and sing
along to the music of Gavin who
was providing the entertainment
that night.
The waiters were busy serving
drinks and they took orders for
starters and then main courses
table by table. With such a large
number of guests that evening,
Khan and his staff did very well to
cater for everyone’s choices from
the menu, for which he had agreed
a special group price of 45TL for
2 courses, coffee and brandy.

It was not long before people were up
dancing to Gavin’s music, in between
eating, chatting and generally having a
good time. We had lists on the tables of
Gavin’s very extensive repertoire and
enjoyed hearing many of the old time
favourites from the 60’s, 70’s plus
many more styles of music during the
evening.
Peter’s brother, Colin, and his wife
Doreen (D’reen) were in North Cyprus
on holiday. D’reen suffers ill health
and has a carer, Alison, who had
accompanied them with her partner
Paul. She has been looking after D’reen
for 2 years and said it is a wonderful job
and they are like family to her.
Then a touch of romance crept in.
While they were dancing Paul asked
Alison to marry him and she said YES.
Peter made an announcement about the
happy occasion and there were
congratulations all round.
We spoke with the happy couple, who
are from Rochdale in the UK and were

told they had been together for 10
years, I said something like “it took
you long enough” and he replied
“everything comes to those who
wait”. Alison looked over the moon
and very happy, as were Peter,
Wendy, Colin and D’reen.
The evening continued with music
and dancing and everyone seemed to

really enjoy this get-together, which
will probably not be the last.
Thank you Gavin for keeping
everyone dancing and to Khan and
your staff, you did us proud, well
done to you all, thank you for an
excellent evening.
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Creditwest All Cyprus Cricket Cup changes
Last Sunday 29th April at the
Ozanköy Stadium, the twin roars of
Zeus, the Greek God of Thunder
competed with those of North
Cyprus Lions. The prize being the
Creditwest All Cyprus Cricket
Trophy.
For the third year in succession, the
champions of South Cyprus have
taken on those of the North. The
question was could the TRNC side,
The Cyprus Lions make it a hat-trick
of wins by beating Nicosia Thunder?
The Lions were asked to bat first in
the 30 over/innings match and faced
a wild start. Within 2 overs they
were on 34, with 24 extras being
given away. By the 3rd over they
had reached 43 without loss from
more helpful bowling. As the
English fans were heard to predict, a
score of between 230 and 260
looked likely.
Then Nicosia changed their attack to
the controlled medium paced pairing
of Ali 31 for 5 and Mangla 45 for 4
changing the game, the North’s side
were quickly reduced to 93 for 9
with only Imran Bajwa 16 having

The North Cyprus Lions bowling against the Nicosia Thunder
offered any resistance. Number 11
batsman Shahzad strode in to join Israr
Butt at the crease, with a score of three
figures looking beyond the team.
However, this Lion wasn’t about to
die, its tail swung aggressively from
side to side as 37 were smashed in 4
overs to bring the final total to 130 and
everyone could sense the game was
alive again.
Nicosia Thunder approached their
innings in a much calmer fashion,
knowing they had plenty of overs to
chase the low score. The classy Sandy

13, the hard hitting Shabbi 23, along
with Manan 15 held the innings
together as the North’s Usman 19 for
3 and Israr Butt 36 for 2 worked hard
to take the wickets needed for victory.
Half way through the visitor’s innings
they succeeded in creating a mini
collapse and the home sides
supporters sensed a chance, but the
target was always too low and the
Greek side took the trophy home with
3 wickets in hand and 8 overs to spare.
Afterwards, umpires George Ward
and Richard Boxall felt the
outstanding fielding of the well drilled

Nicosia Thunder
difference.

had

been

the

Nigel Holman, Chairman of the
TRNC Cricket Association, told us,
the Greek side deserved their first
Creditwest All Cyprus Trophy win.
Adding,
despite
having
not
encountered conditions like playing
on a football pitch with a plastic
wicket before, they adapted extremely
well.

Left to Right- Umpire Richard Boxall - Cyprus Lyons - Nicosia Thunder - Umpire George Ward
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Sports Quiz : 5 questions and this weeks Stinker
By Richard Beale.
This week's quiz is all about “nicknames” of
Sportsmen .
The answers will be found page 30 of this weeks
Enewspapers. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!

Question 1. Which English jockey was nicknamed “The Long Fellow”?
Question 2. This Ex West Germany International footballer, went on to become
one of the greatest goalscorers of all time and was nicknamed “Der Bomber”?..
Question 3."Bite your legs” was the nickname of this Ex England and Leeds
defender?
Question 4 "Boom Boom’ is the nickname of this legendary Pakistan cricketer?.
Question 5 "Physco" was the the nickname of this legendary England, Notts
Forest, West Ham defender

Question 6. "Baby Face Assassin” was the nickname of this Norwegien and
Manchester Utd player? .
Question 7. Which Ex England, Lancashire and Hampshire batsmen was
nicknamed “Creepy”?
Question 8 "Pitbull” was the nickname of this England Rugby Union Prop,
now a BBC Rugby commentator?
Question 9 "The King Of Spain” was the unusual nickname of this Ex England
and Warwickshire cricketer?
Question 10 Which Ex England and Arsenal footballer was nicknamed “ The
Romford Pele “?

This weeks STINKER:

Question: West Ham’s Pablo Zabaleta last weekend had the misfortune to score an own goal against one of
his previous Clubs which was Manchester City.

The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Who was last player before that who scored an own goal against one of his Old Clubs in the Premier League
in 2014 ?

Last weeks STINKER:

The question was:
There are 5 cricketers who are currently playing County cricket aged 40 years and over ?. As a clue I have
named their Counties A is for Lancashire (West Indian Test cricketer) – B – Somerset, C – Kent, D- Durham
and finally E – Surrey.

A : Ex West Indian Test player Shivnarine Chanderpaul amazling is still playing age 43
B - Marcus Trescothick age 42..
C: Darren Stevens.
D: Paul Collingwood.
E: Gareth Batty

at
als
eful
ack
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Football Roundup Results for 28/29 April

By Richard Beale
Champions Yenicami must have
thought they were on their holidays
as they suffered a 0-2 home defeat to
fellow Lefkosa side Cihangir.
Ozanköy after just the solitary season
with the “elite” were relegated to
League 1 after an embarrassing 1-7
defeat at home to Baf U Yurdu. Who
will join them in the automatic
relegation place, is between Yalova
and Yeni Boğaziçi both teams must
win their last game of the season.
K-PET
SUPER
GOALSCORERS.

LEAGUE

35 UĞUR NACİ GÖK (Kücük
Kaymaklı) - 1 goal last week to give
some breathing space over his main
rival.
33 John Ebuka Okoye (Yenicami)

ÜĞUR NACI GÖK

K-PET LEAGUE 1
In League 1 Esentepe after a few
stumbles clinched the automatic
promotion
place
beating
Kaya
Mehmetçik 1-0. That defeat sends
Mehmetçik back down to the BTM
League after only one season in League
1, joining them will be Görneç who also
spent a solitary season in League 1.

JOHN EBUKA OKOYE

K-PET LEAGUE 1 LEADING
GOALSCORERS
26 ÖZGÜR ONGUN (Hamitköy) 21 Şenol Hızlıoğlu (Girne Halk Evi)
20 Hasan Özçelik (Maraş) – the
only scorer this week.

Hasan Özçelik
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Fixtures for this Weekend 4/5/6 May
ALSANCAK

By Richard Beale..
The following are selected fixtures
for the coming weekend, chosen
near possible Expat locations.

BEYLERBEYİ
(Bellapaıs)
FAMAGUSTA

This is the last weekend now of the
major Leagues in the TRNC, many
of the promotion and relegation
places have been sorted.
The “pick” of the weekend fixtures
is a chance to see Super League
Champions Yenicami in action
when they face Turk Ocagi in
Girne on Saturday.
In Karsiyaka on Sunday afternoon
the home team must beat
Yilmazkoy to stand any chance of
getting automatic promotion.
ABREVIATIONS : SL (Super
League), L 1 (League 1), BTM W
(BTM League White Group), BTM
R (BTM red Group), BTM 2 (BTM
LEAGUE 2), LL (Ladies League)
.

GIRNE

ISKELE

KARAOĞLANOĞLU
KARŞİYAKA
LAPTA
LEFKOŞA

Sat May 5
SL
Sun May 6
BTM W
Sat May 5
SL
Sat May 5
BTM 2
Sun May 6
LL
Sun May 6
L1
Sat May 5
SL
Sun May 6
L1
Sat May 5
SL
Sun May 6
BTM 2
Sun May 6
BTM W
Sun May 6
BTM W
Sat May 5
BTM 2
Frı May 4
SL
Sat May 5
SL

Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Küçük Kaymaklı
Alsancak Mustafa Hidayet Çağlar Stadı – ko 4-30pm
Tatlısu HOSK v Aydınköy
Dr Ali Özsöy Stadı – ko 4-30pm
Mağusa Türk Birliği v Yalova
Gazımağusa Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadıum- ko 4-30pm
BAF Canbulat v Serhatköy
Maraş Stadı ko 4-30pm
Mağusa Spor Akademesi Ladıes v Çanakkale Ladies
Maraş Stadı ko 10-00am
Maraş v Görnec
Maraş Stadı ko 4-30pm
Türk Ocağı v Yenicami
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı ko 4-30pm
Gırne Halk Evi v Gönyeli
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı ko 4-30pm
L. Gençler Birliği v Binatlı
Iskele Cumhuriyet Stadı
1461 Iskele Trabzon v Bogaziçi
Iskele Cumhuriyet Stadı
Karaoğlanoğlu v Denizli
Karaoğlanoğlu Orhan Dural Stadı ko 4-30pm
Karşıyaka v Yılmazköy
Ergin Dural Stadı -ko 4-30pm
Sadazamköy v Serhatköy
Lapta Şht Şevket Kadır Stadı- ko 4-30pm
GAU Çetinkaya v Doğan Türk Birliği
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 7-00pm
Gençlik Güçü v Cihangir
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 4-30pm

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 28

Answer 1 Lester Piggott

Answer 7 John Crawley

Answer 2 Gerd Muller

Answer 8 Brian Moore

Answer 3 Norman Hunter

Answer 5 Stuart Pearce

Answer 9 Ashley Giles. (in Giles Testimonial
year, 200 commemorative mugs were made and
should have read on them “King of Spin”,but
unfortunately they said “King of Spain”on them,
hence the nickname.

Answer 6 Ole Solksjaer

Answer 10 Ray Parlour

Answer 4 Shahid Afridi
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Great start for Bahçeli
BAHÇELİ SK 1 KARADENIZ 61 SK 0
By Richard Beale..
Saturday April 28 : BTM League 2
Group 1
Bahçeli first match of the season
ended in a win over Karadeniz in this
robust "Derby" match played at a
packed Esentepe Stadium.
Yes it is correct another football
season beginning, nearly into May
and the hot summer not far away. The
BTM League 2 is a short season there
are 6 Groups with 5-6 teams in each
group. The winners of each Group
play a mini League then to decide
who gets promoted to BTM League 1
next season. It is strictly amateur,
though it does contain players who
have played at a good level of
football. Also evident are a number of
players with grey hair and slightly
rounded stomachs. But there are also
some decent and talented players who
will be comfortable playing in a
higher standard of football.
On a warm, humid afternoon the
Esentepe Stadium was packed with a

noisy and boisterous crowd.
Karadeniz from Kaplica, one of the
favorites in Group 1, are expected to
win the League, but Bahçeli had
other ideas and produced a gutsy
performance to pull off a shock win.
The match was fast and frantic as
both teams went at it like hammer
and tongs. There was little skill on
show but you couldn’t fault both
teams who put a tremendous amount
of effort into the match.
Bahçeli Coach Aras was worried
before the match that he had
concerns over his defence as his
attack is the stronger suit. This was
the opposite of what happened, the
defence was strong, robust and they
put in some full blooded tackles. If
the defence was breached then they
found the Bahçeli Goalkeeper
Tuğrul Denkler in commanding
form. He pulled off a number of
great saves and his handling was
excellent as well.

Bahçeli containing a number of Ex
Esentepe players scored the only goal of
the match in the 18th minute. UMAR
took a free kick in a dangerous position,
which looked like it would cause the
Karadeniz goalkeeper İsmail no
problems, unfortunately he fumbled the
ball and could only help it on it's way
into the net. 1-0.
Other than that there were very few
clear cut chances, İsmaıl made amends
in the 87th minute flinging himself to

his right to palm over the bar a
powerful free kick from Soner.
Soner, Mehmet, Cafer, Emrah and
Eşref had very good games in defence
for Bahçeli so did Soner Soytürk in
midfield and upfront Ali Ökan was full
of running.
MAN OF THE MATCH : TUĞRUL
DENKLER (Bahçeli)
NEXT BAHÇELİ MATCH Sunday
May 6th ko 11-00am AWAY v
YARKÖY (near Iskele)
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They think it's all over - It is now!
ESENTEPE KKSK 1 KAYA MEHMETÇİK SK 0
By Richard Beale...
Sunday April 29, 2018 ; K-Pet
League 1 : Esentepe Erdal Barut
Stadium.
A superbly headed goal in the 85th
minute by Esentepe Captain Başak
Tümkan was enough to send Esentepe
into the Super League next season. In
contrast Kaya Mehmetçik who also
needed to win were relegated back
again to the BTM League after only
one season in League 1.
So Esentepe “Puffing Billy” steam
train finally made it to the promised
land, as the Girne Express (rivals Girne
Halk Evi) was derailed on the final
bend at Çanakkale. Understandably
there were wild celebrations at the end
of the match on and off the pitch, A
motor cavalcade jammed up the
Village centre with horns and lights
ablazing. There was dancing in the
streets as the celebrations would
continue long into the night.
With admission “free“ to the ground a
large crowd was present, with a drum
and firecrackers being let off to try and
create a intimidating atmosphere.
With so much at stake on the outcome
of the match, the football did not live
up its expectations. It was a tense affair
dominated by two strong defences,
determined not to give both sets of
forwards a sniff of a chance.
What action and chances came in the
opening 15 minutes, with Esentepe
teenager Yakup firing just over the bar
after only 4 minutes.
Mehmetçik
leading
goalscorer
Süleyman also did similar in the 12th
minute as the visitors settled the better

of the two sides.
In the 15th minute Mehmetcik's
Mustafa cut inside on the left and let
fly from just outside the box, only to
see Esentepe keeper Kemal dive to
his left to push away his strong shot
for a corner.
The match was a stop, stop go affair
littered
. with many fouls and injuries.
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-0
The second half continued in the
same “cat and mouse affair” with
defences dominating the game.
Esentepe's Ahmet though was
increasingly getting more into the
match and he was linking up well
with Başak, who was working hard to
get his side on top.
In the 80th minute following a corner
Yakup hit a rasping shot from the
edge of the box which was deflected
just over the bar by his own teammate
Şahin.
News from various radios and phones
around the ground, came the shock
news that Esentepe main promotion
rivals Girne Halk Evi were losing 2-1
at Çanakkale. This made the game
more and more a tense and tight affair

as Esentepe seemed quite happy to
come away with a point, gambling
that GHE would lose.
But “out of the blue“ in the 85th
minute, with really the only decent
move of the match resulted in a goal,
fittingly scored by Esentepe Captain
BAŞAK. Mahmut whipped over a
hard head high cross from the right,
which was met with a diving bullet
header by the skipper, which rocketed
into the net past a helpless Cengiz. 1-0
Wild ecstatic celebrations followed
and the match was held up for quite
along time as Esentepe players and
replacements engulfed scorer Basak.
Mehmetçik were anxious to start the
match again and tempers flared, with
pushing and jostling amongst the
players. Maybe something untoward
was said to Esentepe’s Eser who had
already been booked, but the Esentepe
striker seemed to “lose his rag” and
had to be physically restrained by his
teammates. That was enough for
referee Timur Ercan Bodı who red
carded the angry Eser. This resulted in
more protests and the referee even
booked
the
entire
Esentepe
replacement bench.
Eventually the game restarted with
Mehmetçik piling forward and a very

nervous finale entailed with around 7
minutes of injury time being played.
Esentepe's nerve held and when the
final whistle blew and they found
themselves in the Super League.
FINAL SCORE : 1-0.
SUMMING UP : Congratulations to
Esentepe, Davut Kansu, unfashionable
team have pulled off one of the shocks
of the season.
As the song goes “The road is long
with many a winding turn” and yes we
have had a few stumbles especially at
the end, but we have finally made it to
the Holy Grail.
It has been a remarkable achievement
by Davut and his team, of really just
ordinary footballers. Forced to sell or
loan out their “stars” in the summer, I
really feared for the team staying in
League 1.
But with a combination of hard work
and an amazing team spirit they have
achieved a miracle.
Let us enjoy the next month or so and
will worry about the Super League
thereafter.
.

